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Variations in Sephardi and Ashkenazi 
Litur Pronunciation, and Custom 

Rabbi Eli Turkel 

I. Introduction 

In this paper we shall consider the permissibility of changing 
between Ashkenazi and Sephardi rituals, both with respect to the 
rites of prayer and with respect to pronunciation. We shall also 
discuss the problems that arise when one prays in a congregation 
that has a different prayer ritual (nusach) than one 's own. 

It is important to distinguish between the true Sephardim who 
come from North Africa and the Middle East, and the Hasidim who 
come from Eastern Europe but have adopted some Sephardic 
customs. To keep this distinction clear we shall refer to the latter as 
the Hasidic (or Lurianic) rite rather than the Sephardic rite. The 
Sephardic rite will refer to the liturgy of the true Sephardim. (The 
Hasidim, about 300 years ago, adopted many of the Sephardic 
practices based on the customs of Ari. These were later revised in 
various versions by Baal-Shem-Tov and his successors.!) Besides 

1. In practice there is no uniform Hasidic version of the prayers. Rather, different 
Hasidic groups made their own changes. Among the most formalized are those 
of Chabad who use Nusach Ad though this is not identical with that found in 
the siddur of Ari. All these variants have in common that they are basically 
Ashkenaz with a Sephardi flavoring. For example, in the blessing of 1)'711 l.,:l 

in the Amidah there is a distinction between the rainy and dry season. The 
Ashkenazim use the phrase iT:l.,:l 1m in the dry season while iT:l.,:l7 .,\:It)1 7\:l 1m 
is used in the rainy season. In contrast the Sephardim have two different 
blessings for the dry and rainy seasons. All Hasidic versions follow the 
Ashkenazi pattern. In other matters, i.e. Kedusha and Kaddish, parts of the 
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different groups behave in dist inct manners. Maimonides l1 rules 
that the purpose is to prevent arguments. Furthermore, he holds 
like Abaye that the prohibition applies only to two courts in the 
same city. However, Rif and Rosh" follow the general rule that ,:"e 
concur with Rava against Abaye. Furthermore, many Acharonlm 
assume that the prohibition of Lo Titgodedu is a biblical prohibition 
while the prohibition of l1p17r1r.li1 'l~n nlW' 7/(, not deviating from 
the community in order to avoid arguments, is only a rabbinic 

prohibition." 
We conclude this section by surveying several other places in 

the T almud that impact upon changes in one's customs. 
The Mishnah" discusses the proper time to shake the lulav 

during Hallel on Succot. Rabbi Akiva notes that he saw Rabban 
Gamliel and Rabbi Yehoshua shaking the lulav only during /(l/( 

Kl ;')I'W1;' ';' even though the rest of the people shook their lulavim 
at other times during recitation of Hallel. We thus see that Rabban 
Gamliel and Rabbi Yehoshua did not feel obligated to shake their 
lulau with everyone else, when they thought that it was 
unwarranted. Similarly, the Gemara" relates that when Rav came to 
Babylonia he did not recite tl'~K 117'~l even though the rest of the 
congregation did. 

Finally, we quote a text from the Jerusalem Talmud." " Rabbi 
Yose [in Israel] sent to them [communities outside Israel. saying] 
'Although we sent to you the order of the festivals, do not change 
from the custom of your ancestors.''' According to this version, 
Rabbi Yose was telling the communities outside Israel to observe 
two days Yom Tov even though the calendar was fixed and there 
was no longer any <'oubt which day was Yom Tov. However, there 

11. Maimonides, M islmelt Torah, Avoda Zara 12:14.. 
12. lli1lW Clpn il "1 .) D'nO!) t)"'1n 7:11 1'" ;U ll'J'O K piD ml'J:p ,W"f'nn 'POD 1W'i' 

see also, P"o ,l"yn 1):1'0 ,On1:1l< po 
13. l"J1' ll:PO "'1' ,D"1W1iTn n"lVJ 

, P"o ,1":(n ID'O ,CiT":!/( 71l1tc D''1m 'iD 

1"7 ID'o " p?n ,iwm n'11K n"110 

14. Succalt 37b. 
15. Megilla 22b. 
16. YerllS}lalmi Eruvitt, end of the third perek. 
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is another version, that not the order of the festivals but ra ther the 
order of the prayers was sent. According to this version, Rabbi 
Yose sent a listing of the prayers to a community; however, he told 
them that in spite of th is they should continue to pray according to 
their ancien t customs. 

III. General Survey 

In this chapter we will discuss the general problem of changing 
customs. Specific applications will be discussed in later chapters. As 
we have seen before, there are two opposing principles . First, one 
should follow the custom of one's parents based on al litosh . 
Second, one should follow the customs of the community in which 
one lives based on Lo titgodedu and also al yeshaneh adam mipnei 
hamachloket. We shall analyze when each of these principles 
applies and what to do when conflicts ar ise. There may also be 
differences between one's own conduct and the education of one's 
children. 

It is obvious on practical grounds that in the past, commu nity 
practices took precedence. The communities of old could not 
survive if each new member kept his old customs. Instead of a 
unified community each city would have been a cacophony of 
different customs. Rabbi Feinstein" explicitly states that originally 
when one moved to a new community, he took on all the customs 
of the community including liturgy. However, today there are very 
few true "communities" still intact. Since most cities contain a 
mixture of many communities, he advises that one should keep his 
original rite of prayer and not change to that of the synagogue. 

Even today we still see some evidence of the original practice 
of following a uniform mode. In some areas in Israel there are 
distinct cus toms which are followed both by Ashkenazim and 
Sephardim. For example, Yireu Einenu is not recited in the evening 
service; on the other hand Birkat Kohanim is recited every morning, 
and shehecheyanu is recited at a circumcision." The standard 

17. )"7 l1j'O ,1 p7n n"' K ." W)'J M1.i)K n"llV. 
18. See however, 1 t'J'.lI0 " 10'0 ,:I y7n ,.lIlU'il' i:l' Ml:mvn. 
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practice is for all people coming on aliyah to Israel to follow Israeli 
custom in this regard. Even a minyan made exclusively of O/zm 
would not keep their original cusoms with regard to these practices. 
However, with regard tei rites of prayer, Israel indeed has a greater 
variety of customs than even New York. Hence, Rabbi Feinstein 
would hold that for liturgy one should follow the rites of one's 
parents and not that of the synagogue (an leas t at home and for the 
silent Amidah). 

Rav Feinstein" also rules that if part of the congregation is still 
in the synagogue, the old customs are followed even though a 
majority of the present congregants have a different rite. Based on 
similar reasoning Rav Ovadiah Yosef feels that anyone moving to 
Israel is considered as moving to a community that follows the 
opinions of Rav Yosef Karo. Hence, when Ashkenazim come to 
Israel, Rav Yosef feels their children may eat kitniyot on Passover 
(preferably requesting hatara on their VOWS).ll 

Chazon Ish" disagrees with the position of Rav Ovadiah Yosef 
and says that Ashkenazim, even in Israel, do not follow the ruling 
of Rav Yosef Karo. Rather, they rely on the later Acharonim. e.g. 
Shach, Vilna Gaon, etc. even when they disagree with the Shulchan 
Aruch. Rav Sharman" also disagrees with Rav Ovadiah Yosef. He 
feels that since the original community of Rav Yosef Karo has been 
destroyed there is no reason to consider modern day Israel as 

19 . K" ;J 11)'0 , ::J plm n "1K ,iWJY.l m i lK n " 1V; 

see also O'PI:li1 "1'J1nl il '" n:l?i1 ilK'::J ,n"on 11'J'0 ,ilin:l illwn 
, .. " i1?KIU ,i p?n ,::I' 1'1 i1VJ.lI ;n"!:Ii' 1'::110 ,nlCltlllli'l tJ" m ,i!l10 onn n"HlJ. 

20. ;)'" P~'O ,x i'7n ,ny1 il1n' n "1lV. 
21. However, Rav Cha im D aV id Halevi ('it i17KIP ,1 plm ,:n ,c, iTIVl7) states that if a 

group moves to Israel and has its own community, they should keep their 
original customs. Rav Aburiviah (i1l'J'P" ,ClT '!:I'm) quotes Rav Uzlel that when 
a synagogue has members who come from many different countries it is 
preferable that they observe the Jerusalem custom5. In practice, in a 5hul whose 
members come from different communities , whoever is the Chazzan often uses 
his own custom, except on Yom Tov. (Popillar Halacha, A Guide to Jewish 
Living, by Rabbi J. Berman, tran51ated by Rabbi A.J. Ehrlich. Ahva Press of the 
Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, 1978). 

22. il n u< ,)":1 lY.l'O .n\y':nu C'Y"lT ,W"l< 11m. 

23 . iI"Y.lW'n 1 " f( ,oon "J ,i'T'1U"1'li'T J'J. 
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continuing the rulings and customs of Rav Karo. 
More than six hundred years ago, the Rosh, a leading Torah 

scholar, was faced with the problem of changing his min hag. Rosh 
fled from Germany to Spain, where he became the rabbi of the 
Great Synagogue and the head of the court in Toledo. Nevertheless, 
he reports that he continued following the customs of the 
Ashkenazim because he believed them to be more reliable than 
those of the Sephardim." 

TDtvK 'lJ::ln 1J'fll:lX n'::Ip, 1)?W n"ot:\il nK p'tnn '3K ':J 

n?:lp P' p."nil nnJ'l':J Cil'nl:lKY.l em ililn nn'iltlJ 
.nKtil yiKil '):1 nc,:JpY.l in,' C"nniYil ))'"1::1' 

It is interesting to note that he did not say he kept the Ashkenazi 
customs simply because he was an Ashkenazi. Since he now lived 
in Spain, he should have adopted local customs; thus he felt 
compelled to justify retaining his Ashkenazi customs as being more 
correct. 

In general, however, one should not behave differently than 
the local congregation. Let us consider the extent of this restriction. 
As previously mentioned, Maimonides (Rambam) decides according 
to Abaye that this prohibition applies even to two courts in one 
city, while the Rif and Rosh rule like Rava that it applies only 
within one court in a city. Rosh further states this prohibition does 
not apply to customs. 

Rabbi Liebes" claims that according to Rambam, New York 
City should have one court and all synagogues should behave 
according to its decision and have a uniform rite of prayer,Z6 
However, in the Middle Ages, Rabbi de Modena" assumed that 

24. ::J lY.l'O ,J a,a,:l ,W"f('il n1JHUn. 
25. :l ltPO ,1 p7n ,'::Jf( n ':l n"TW. 
26. Following the ruling of Rif and Rosh, this would be true only if one court were 

greater than all the others. However, if they are equal, then each community 
can have its own practices. Since no one can decide which congregation is more 
important, each community shou ld follow its own practices. 

27 . l"li' )Y.I'O T 'T' ,C"' W'"'lilY.l n " TW'. 
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even according to Maimonides, congregations formed by refugees 
from different communities are considered as "two cities" even 
though they physically reside in the same city. Therefore, even 
according to Maimonides each community should follow its own 
liturgy and customs." 

Based on the above discussion, poskim conclude that one must 
follow the custom of the congregation in all public matters, e.g. 
reciting Kedusha. On the other hand, one should follow the ways of 
one's parents in all private matters, e.g. the silent Amidah or when 
praying at home. 

Some say that for customs that do not involve any 
prohibitions, one may change his previous custom. It is fairly 
common for students in a yeshiva to follow the customs of their 
teachers." According to some poskim it is not clear that this is 
permissible. In fact, a number of yeshivas have insisted that the 
students not change from the customs of their parents. On the 
other hand gedolim in all generations have suggested changes in the 
prayers based on their interpretation of the Talmud and the 
Rishonim. 

This does not co ntradict 1ll1un 71< (do not abandon your 
customs) when they suggest a more correct way. Nevertheless, 
many of their suggestions were never accepted since the general 
public preferred their old traditions, and many of the customs that 
the Rishonim objected to are still being maintained. Even the 
opinions of the Vilna Gaon were not accepted in Vilna! [t was only 
in [srael where the students of the Gaon were a significant portion 

28. It is interesting to note, on a historical level. that there were two synagogues in 
Cairo at the time of Maimonides. One followed the Babylonian (Sephardi) rite 
while the smaller one followed the old Israeli rite. We do not know if 
Ma imonides objected to this arraf1gement. (From The Itinerary of Benjamin of 
Tudela by M. Adler, Feldhelm Publications. New York, 1906). 

29 . Rav Mashe Feinstein (Responsum no. 3 in The Radiances of Shabbos by Rabbi 
Cohen, Mesorah Publications, 1986) assumes that many of his students follow 
his custom (based on his father's custom) to sit for Havdaln . Hence, Rav 
Fe instein seems to feel that one can adopt the customs of one's Rebbi even 
when it conf licts with parental traditions in spite of the fact that that he rules 
that the general pub lic should not follow his personal custom. 

I 
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of the population (in the 1800's) that the customs of the Gaon were 
accepted . Some poskim disagree and opine that if one custom is 
more correct, everyone should change even his private customs to 
the more correct way. [t is clear that individuals cannot pick and 
choose which customs. are more correct; this is left to gedolim. 
Application of these principles to specific cases will be discussed 
hereinafter. 

IV. Changing of Rites 

There are a n umber of differences between Ashkenazic, 
Hasidic, and Sephardic liturgies. With regard to these differences 
there are several Questions. 

1. May one voluntarily change from one rite (nusach) to 
another? 

2. How should one behave if he moves to a new community? 
3. How should one conduct himself when his private rite is 

different from that of the community? 
4. Can one educate one's children in a rite different from one's 

own? 
5. How should the congregation behave when it includes 

members from different types of communities? Mayan entire 
congregation change its liturgy (nusach)? 

We shall see that not all parts of the prayer carry equal weight 
and therefore the answer to some of these questions may depend on 
the portion of the prayer under discussion. As a general gUiding 
principle we have seen that one should follow one's own tradition 
whenever it does not conflict with that of the congregation. 
Furthermore, for practices that involve only customs and not 
prohibitions, one need not follow the custom of the synagogue. 

Amidah 

To discuss applications to the private Amidan, we must first 
address the issue of which rite is more correct. Rabbi Samuel de 
Modena" (1503-1590) was asked what to do in Salonika where two 

• 
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synagogues used a Sicilian rite, one used a Sephardi Rite, and there 
was also an Ashkenazi community. In another place he mentions 
that the Ashkenazi community had changed to the Sephardi rite, 
and now some members wanted to change back. Rabbi de Modena 
decided that 1U1tln '>1< (do not abandon ... ) applies only when a 
prohibition is involved and so does not affect prayers since all the 
rites have the same basic blessings. However, he considered it 
preferable to use the Sephardic rite (note: the Hasidic rite did not 
yet exist) since the piyutim are by the consummate poets Rabbi 
Yehuda Halevi and Ibn Gavirol and are clear and concise. Since 
one must understand the prayer of the chazzan in order to fu lfill 
the mitzvah, one who listens to the piyutim of the Ashkenazim 
does not completely fulfill the mitzvah since no one truly 
understands these piyutim. Nevertheless, he points out that in his 
opinion each synagogue is considered a separa te ci ty and so there is 
no problem of Lo Titgodedu. 31 

Magen Avraham quotes Ari that there are 12 gates in heaven 
corresponding to the 12 tribes, and each tribe had its own way of 
praying,J] 

Many historians believe that there never was a single rite that 
all Jews used. Rather, from various places in the Talmud it seems 
that variations in the prayers always existed. Since prayer is 
worship in the heart (J'>JIU ;"DlI) each person expressed his prayer 
in his own way. It was only later that the sages gave a framework 
for all of Israel. According to this view the men of the Great 

31. Chacham Tzvi claims that on the contrary, the piyutim of the Ashkenazi rite 
weTe made difficult to understand on purpose. This was done so that Gentiles 
would not use these prayers. However, one who is well versed in the Talmud, 
Midrash , lohar and Kabala can understand them. (l'" lY.l'C C"!lJ( 'lIIV). 

32. iln'nIl n ''O 'P'J'C ,Cin:lI< 1ll'J. 
33. The concept of 12 gates in heaven corresponding to each tribe is a little vague. 

Presumal;>ly this refet"s to the Amidah (and no t other parts of the prayers). For 
those who do not know from which tribe they are descended. Ad and later 
Baal-Shem-Tov arranged a rite which goes through a 13th gate. Those who 
believe in the Baal-Shem-Tov should convert From their present rite and use the 
Hasidic rite. This is discussed in ;X·" 10'0 x p?n 'TY'?X nnm n"llll 
:J' 10'0 1 p?n 'JX n':J n"'llI . 

• 
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Assembly (at the beginning of the Second Temple era) and later 
Rabban Gamliel (after its destruction) never fixed a definite text for 
the Amidah. Rather they specified the beginning and end of each 
blessing. Other historians feel that at some point there was a single 
authoritative version for every single word in the Amidah. Only 
with the passage of time did different versions come onto being." 

Rav Ovadiah Yosef" also quotes Ari and concludes that the 
Sephardic rite is the correct one. He therefore feels that all Jews 
should change to the Sephardic rite, though he does not distinguish 
between the Hasidic and the true Sephardic rite. He also disagrees 
with the attempts to create a common liturgy that combines all the 
rites (,'nl< nOll) as used in the Israeli army. 

However, Rabbi Moshe Sofer (Chatam Sofer) disagrees with 
the concept that each tribe had its own prayers. He cites the 
Talmud that different Tannaim used to lead the prayers, even 
though some were priests or Levites and others came from other 
tribes, while Rabbi Akiva was a descendant of converts. 
(Obviously, the Talmudic sages did not worry about distinctive 
prayers for each tribe.) He further states that both his teachers, 
Rabbi Nathan Adler and Rabbi Pinchas Levi Horowitz, prayed in 
the Sephardic rite while they served as rab!;>is of the Ashkenazi 
congregation in Frankfurt, but that no one followed in their ways. 
(One wonders about the principle of follOWing the congregational 
practice!) He claims that Ari was a Sephardi, and so found mystical 
meaning in the Sephardi prayers." Chatam Sofer therefore 
concludes that all rites are equally valid and all reach G-d, but that 
one should remain with the rite of his parents." 

34 . K p?n .;,)'J :J'm .po:Ji'V' :J, 

also C'K"Y.lXill C'X1nil n!Jlpn:J il?'!Jnil .10'1"il tjOP. 
35 , 1( '" 10'0 . j i'?n ,'Y.llX lI':J' n "WJ 

, I1J'O ,1 p?n )'\}rI illn' n"llll 
0'" I1J'O ,j p?n ,ny, inn' n"llll 

36. Actually Ari was an Ashkenaz.i from his father's side and a Sephardi from his 
mother 's side. 

37 . 1"0 T1J'01 (:1) 1"0 11:PO '!Jlo· cnn n"lW 

• 
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Rabbi Chairn David Halevpa (Sephardic Chief Rabbi of Tel 
Aviv) ruled that the Yemenite community in Arad, Israel, should 
have two synagogues - one for those who use the n8ladi" or 
Yemenite rite and one for those that use the "Shami" or Sephardi
like rite. Pe'af Hashu/chan" writes that the Ashkenazim and 
Sephardim in Jerusalem who have separate synagogues are 
behaving properly. However. he adds that should an Ashkenazi 
pray in a Sephardi shul, he must follow them in all their prayer. 

Similarly Rabbi Bracha says that even within Ashkenazi rites 
one must keep his original rite. He therefore rules that one who 
comes from New York to Jerusalem may not change to pray in the 
Nusach Hagm of the Vilna Gaon which is commonly used in 
Jerusalem. Only if they will not have a minyan can they join such a 
shu!. He does not discuss how the students of the Vilna Gaon who 
first moved to Israel were able to change their rites from that which 
was used in Vilna. 

Rav Feinstein41 disagrees and says that the quality of prayer is 
more important than the liturgy. Thus . if one can pray with greater 
concentration and in more proper surroundings, one may choose a 

Rabbi Nlth,u\ton (I·'Il' 'J13'U I< ;nn :1"D'01 r,!(IW n''1w) Isrta with efulf,"" 
SO/Ir, HI furthu polntt out that onl Clnnot rely on 1M Mah.nhdam Iince he 
was I Sephardi. Alto many other po.kim iI\t!'t~ thlt one follow the rite of 
ones p.rents. See, for example, 
I'"~ 11l'~ ,:1'1 :1'1111:1 n"111 

'I 11l'0 .K ~ n"ll< .':lY '1"1 n"11E7 

l"7 11l'1l " pm n"ll< ,1"IWD m'll< n"I!U 

:1 tj'YO .11'~ 11l'O .1 p'm ,'TV'71< Y'Y n ''1w 
1''0 1"I71<!17 .1< ;nn ,:1' ,r, 1"11011 

1"I''U' 'P .1< ~ .]'1"1U' .,'0" 
38. I'." '(1:1'0 ,'I P7n .:1' ,7 1'1'P1I 

He .1so says (:1 IIl'o .n ;nn) th.t .n A,hkenlJ:l 'WOlmln ImITTIe<! to • SephlTdl 
husband 5hould Idopt the Sephardi liturgy lince It I, more correct. For other 
customs the wife c.n keep her original CUltoms II long II It dOHn', .ffect her 
hu.band. 

39. 'I'" '1'Jm ,1 '(13'0 .I"",wn nl<D. 
40. 1'1 IIl'o ,W"'/c 1(11.1' n"ltIl. 
41. l"711l'U ., p7n ""\1( ,twIl m,uc. n "I'i/; IH howeyer 

1("" '(1:10 :K tnT ,IMI( nnlll n·111 

I'" '(13"0 :l y'7n ':ll< n':::I n"lv 
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synagogue with a different rite, even though he will have to follow 
the synagogue's customs in all public matters. This is preferable to 
choosing an inferior synagogue which follows the same rites as his 
own. Rabbi Feinsteinu also disagrees with those who justify the 
Hasidic rite. In fact he maintains that an Ashkenazi may change 
from the Hasidic to the Ashkenazi rile, since all Hasidim were 
originally Ashkenazim, Hence such a person is still using his 
ancestoral rite even though for the past several generations a 
different rite was used. 

Public Prayer 

Until now we have discussed differences in rite in terms of the 
silent Amidah, For prayers that are said out loud all agree that one 
must follow the custom of the synagogue. This certainly includes 
prayers that are normally said aloud by the entire congregation, e.g. 
Kedusha, Rabbi Feinstein4l rules that everything other than the 
silent Amidah is considered public prayer and should be said 
according to the custom of the congregation,« Other poskim feel 
that anything that is not noticed by others can be said in one's own 
rite. Thus, those who do not say Yireu Einenu need not say it when 
t~e rest .0F the congregation does. Even the chazzan may skip Yireu 
Emenu Lf he can start the Kaddish in a manner that people will not 
realize that he didn't say it." 

With regard to shaking the lu/au during Halkl, we preViously 
saw that Rabban Gamliel and Rabbi Yehosua did not shake the 
1t~/av with the congregation. Therefore, today when there are 
~Lfferent customs as to when and in what order to shake the /ulav 
m. Hallef, each person may Follow his own customs,46 Also, since Lo 
Tltgodedu does not apply to customs that do not involve 

42, ''':::1 11l'0 .:1 p'm n··'l< DV. 
43. l";l 11;1'0 DV. 
44. If this change of l't III d h 

I UTgy W estroy II concentrltlon, then l('Il" "'lOll Ind 
ytlllJ nl("p n:::l,:::I, etc be'd' I ' 
AmidA of th "c.n sal qUiet y in hll own rite. AIIO Ihe prlv.le 
"" e ChllURn mUlt be th~ hme 15 the public repetition. 

4.5. 1 fI:l 0 " pr,n ,':::II( n':l n "lv 

I"r" 11l'O ,I ;r,n ,i"I1Im ;1'1:1 n"lw. 
46 1'1"1'1'1 JT.i'0 ,O'U/C r,v/C ,O"ID ';!l. 
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separate minyan for Zachar and Parah. As we saw before, Rabbi 
Broda is more insistent on the primacy of the Sephardi accent. He 
therefore says that if a Sephardi hears Parshat Zachor or Parah in 
an Ashkenazi accent, he has not fulfilled his obligation, since for a 
Torah obligation one must follow the stringent position, 
Furthermore, an Ashkenazi should also be stringent and hear 
Pars hat Zachar in a Sephardi accent, During the rest of the year 
Sephardim who hear the Torah reading in an Ashkenazi accent da 
not fulfill their obligation in the preferential way, But Rav Chaim 
David Halevi" says that making a separate minyan for Zachor 
denigrates the other weekly readings, In any case he strongly 
objects to reading Zachar many times in different accents and says 
that at most twice is enough. The most important matter is to 
prevent fights in the synagogue, Rabbi Sternbuch" also strenuously 
objects to the custom of reading Pars hat Zachar many times in 
different accents, This is an affront to gedalim of previous 
generations who did not insist on this. One needs only intention to 
fulfill the mitzvah and the ability to understand the parsha, If one 
wishes, he can read Parshat Zachar over again, in private, and 
without a blessing, 

A further difficulty arises in connection with the priestly 
blessing, The Shulchan Aruch states that a Kohen who cannot 
distinguish between an aleph and an ayin cannot participate in the 
priestly blessing. Rashi says that an incorrect pronunciation here 
may lead to a curse instead of a blessing ('Y' instead OhK'), L'vush 
maintains that the problem is that people will be distracted by the 
strange accent, which would disturb their concentration, But if they 
are accustomed to the pronunciation, there is no problem. 
Maharshal disagrees, because the problem is that the blessing is 
being said incorrectly, Only if the entire congregation does not 
distinguish between an aleph and an ayin may the Kohen 
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p05kim (e.g. Vilna Gaon, Pri Megadim, etc.) stresses the importance 
of correct grammar and pronunciation, particularly placing the 
stress on the proper syllable. There is no excuse to speak incorrectly 
based on 1V1tm '71<. All p05kim who insist that Ashkenazim use an 
Ashkenazi pronunciation do so on the grounds that we cannot 
decide which mode is correct. Bu t those aspects which are obviously 
incorrect, such as stressing the wrong syllable, should be corrected. 

Rabbi Frank writes that an Ashkenazi has not fulfilled his 
obligation in many parts of the prayer if the reader does not 
distinguish between a cholom and a chirik. Even according to those 
who disagree with Rabbi Frank, there is no need for one who can 
speak a proper Hebrew to mix up a cholom with a chirik simply 
because that is his tradition. 

Based on our discussion, we see that the chazzaM, Torah 
reader, or one who makes the blessings over the Torah reading 
should preferbly pronounce the words in accordance with the 
accent used in the synagogue even if it is not his own. As with 
other rites of prayer, the principle of the supremacy of harmony 
takes precedence. Indeed, several Israeli pas kim use the Israeli 
accent when they perform a marriage ceremony for Israeli couples 
(l'1Vl''i' .,'00), even though they use an Ashkenazi accent in their 
private prayers. 

VI. W rilings 

A further difference between Ashkenazim (including Hasidim) 
and Sephardim is the shape of the letters . In a change from the 
usual practice, Ashkenazim fo llow the opinion of Rav Yosef Karo 
while the Sephardim follow the opinion of the Ari; Yemenites us, 
the Valish script. The question arises whether these differences are 
essential and have any effect on the validity of Torah scrolls, 
T_tWin,or Mezuzot. 

Rosh already commented on the difference between the letters 
in the 14th centu ry. His son, Rabbi Yaakov Baal haTurim" quot.s 

97. THr, Yoreh Deah, 274. 

his father that the differences are nones.sential as long as one can 
distinguish between the letters. Ramo" says that in Tefillin the 
shape of the letters is important but one fulfills his obligation in 
any case. Mishnah Brurah" appends a lengthy treatise on the 
proper appearance of each letter according to the Ashkenazi 
tradition. 

Rav Ovadiah Yosef'oo quotes several authorities who agree 
with Rosh . However, the Chida10l says that a religious article 
written with Ashkenazi script is not valid for a Sephardi and vice
versa. Rabbi Landau

'
" claims that all the depictions Rav Karo gives 

concerning the letters are only preferences and not necessities. 
Thus, Chida seems to be in the minority . Rabbi Uziel103 states that 
although one certainly fulfills his obligation with any script, 
nevertheless, each congregation should strive to acquire a Torah 
that is written in accordance with its traditions. His opinion is 
echoed by Rav Yosef. Most pas kim agree that an Ashkenazi can 
receive an aliyah to a Sephardi Torah and vice-versa. Similarly, 
there is. no problem with Mezuzot that use a different script.104 

According to the Tur quoted above, the same law should apply 
to Tefillin . Indeed, Rav Ovadiah Yosef'" concludes that in 
principle this is correct. However, in practice a Sephardi should not 
wear " Ashkenazi" Tefillin, not because of the script but rather due 
to the gaps left between paragraphs (n1Y.l1MOl M1M1nn) which differ 
from the traditional Sephardi spacing. Rabbi Liebesto• concurs that 

98. Shu/chan Awch, Orach Chaim, 36 :1 . 
99, Mishnah Brurah end of chap ter 36. Rav Aharon Kotler (,l'i1K '::1' mtve 11"llV 

N ItJ''O 11 " lN) says that there are so many opinions about the shape of the letter 
10 that one cannot decide on a shape that will satisfy everyone. Hence, we rely 
on the fact that the correct shape is not necessary. 

100. '1 1l3'O ,::1 y7n ,mn mn' 11 "l'Il . 

101. N'" il7Ntv ,y r.nN qo" ;::1 nlN ,1"7 I IJ'o n " '1< ,qOl' ' :Ji::1. See also illl/IJ ,1<::1 11"1"', 
1<"0 1"7 IIJ'o ,1 y711 . 

102. ) IIJ'O , " 1' ,il"i1') lIill. See also '''::lP ep ,::1 i'711 ,1"'10' ', ,0'. 
103. 1'" llJ'O ,N i'7n 1"T' ,7N'Tlll 't:J!J1UT.l n " 'UI . 
104. ililllTr.l 111K pny, 1nD. 
105. '1 lr.l'O ,1 j>7n ,l1Y1 il111' 11"l 'IU. 

106. 1"7 IIJ'O ,1 P711 ,illl/tJ iN':\. n",tv ;1 ItJ'O ,1 p7n ,'::IN 11') n",w. 
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poskim (e.g. Vilna Gaon, Pri Megadim, etc.) stresses the importance 
of correct grammar and pronunciation, particularly placing the 
stress on the proper syllable. There is no excuse to speak incorrectly 
based on lYlIm 71<. All poskim who insist that Ashkenazim use an 
Ashkenazi pronunciation do so on the grounds that we cannot 
decide which mode is correct. But those aspects which are obviously 
incorrect, such as stressing the wrong syllable, should be corrected. 

Rabbi Frank writes that an Ashkenazi has not fulfilled his 
obligation in many parts of the prayer if the reader does not 
distinguish between a cholom and a chirik. Even according to those 
who disagree with Rabbi Frank, there is no need for one who can 
speak a proper Hebrew to mix up a cholom with a chirik simply 
because that is his tradition. 

Based on our discussion, we see that the chazzan, Torah 
reader, or one who makes the blessings over the Torah reading 
should preferbly pronounce the words in accordance with the 
accent used in the synagogue even if it is not his own. As with 
other rites of prayer, the principle of the supremacy of harmony 
takes precedence. Indeed, several Israeli poskim use the Israeli 
accent when they perform a marriage ceremony for Israeli couples 
(PlY1";:> ,'OY.l), even though they use an Ashkenazi accent in their 
private prayers. 

VI. W rilings 

A further difference between Ashkenazim (including Hasidim) 
and Sephardim is the shape of the letters. In a change from the 
usual practice, Ashkenazim follow the opinion of Rav Yosef Karo 
while the Sephardim follow the opinion of the Ali; Yemenites use 
the Valish script. The question arises whether these differences are 
essential and have any effect on the validity of Torah scrolls, 
Tefillin,or Mezuzot. 

Rosh already commented on the difference between the letters 
in the 14th century. His son, Rabbi Yaakov Baal haTurim" quotes 

97. Tllr, Yoreh Deah, 274 . 

his father that the differences are nones.sential as long as one can 
distinguish between the letters. Ramo" says that in Te f illin the 
shape of the letters is important but one fulfills his obligation in 
any case. Mishnah Brurah" appends a lengthy treattse on the 
proper appearance of each letter according to the Ashkenazi 
tradition. 

Rav Ovadiah Yosef'oo quotes several authorities who agree 
with Rosh . However, the ChidalOl says that a religious article 
written with Ashkenazi script is not valid for a Sephardi and vice
versa. Rabbi Landau lO' claims that all the depictions Rav Karo gives 
concerning the letters are only preferences and not necessities. 
Thus, Chida seems to be in the minority . Rabbi Uziel l " states that 
although one certainly fulfills his obligation with any script, 
nevertheless, each congregation should strive to acquire a Torah 
that is written in accordance with its traditions. His opinion is 
echoed by Rav Yosef. Most poskim agree that an Ashkenazi can 
receive an aliyah to a Sephardi Torah and vice-versa. Similarly, 
there is no problem with Mezuzot that use a different script."4 

According to the Tur quoted above, the same law should apply 
to Tefillin. Indeed, Rav Ovadiah Yosefm concludes that in 
principle this is correct. However, in practice a Sephardi should not 
wear " Ashkenazi" Tefillin , not because of the script but rather due 
to the gaps left between paragraphs (nlY.l1n01 n1M1M~) which differ 
from the traditional Sephardi spacing. Rabbi Liebes lO' concurs that 

98. Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim, 36 :1 . 
99. Mishnah Brurah end of chapter 36. Rav Aharon Kotler (,lIilK '::l" nlW'1J n"1W' 

x llJ'o n"l1<) says that there are so many o pinions about the shape of the letter 
'lJ that one cannot decide on a shape that will satisfy everyone. Hence, we rely 
on the fact that the correct shape is no t necessary. 
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K" O V'? 10'0 , I p?n. 
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it is preferable not to change between Ashkenazi and Sephardi 
Te/illin. 

As has been demonstrated in this brief study, there are 
numerous differences in prayer customs which have arisen during 
the Course of centuries of Dispersion. Regardless of our differences, 
however, all prayer which is truly a " service of the heart" is valid 
before G-d. 
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